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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
To date, various national, as well as European-level efforts have been made to help students, job
seekers, workers, parents, guidance counsellors and teachers to find out information about
studying in Europe. Interested users can find information on learning opportunities and training
possibilities available throughout the European Union. The activity aims to present an extensive
study of the existing platforms and their possibilities and merits, as well as their limitations.
Furthermore, extensive numerical data will be presented on the returned results when specific
queries in the system are questioned. The results of this activity will be utilized during the
following activities to propose and standardize the information model in order to overcome
limitations and possible drawbacks of existing platforms.
This supporting document has been created in order to be used by all partners of the COMPASS
project. Its main goal is to introduce a harmonised methodology and uniform instruments for
the collection of structured information on the existing systems and services at partner
countries and in Europe.
The latest version of this template will always be available on the project’s intranet
(Headquarters)1.

1

http://hq.learning-compass.eu
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this activity is to obtain feedback from partners about existing approaches,
software applications and information schemas for describing offered Learning Opportunities
(LO), primarily at institutional and national levels, but also at a European level as well. The
cases and data gathered will be important for the analysis of the different approaches and will
serve as a core input to the design activity of the harmonised schema for Learning Opportunities
and Pathways.

1.2 Methodology
Partners are asked to provide a structured input on existing approaches, systems and
information schemas. A methodology comprising three main steps is introduced for this
purpose, accompanied with related template tools.

STEP 1 –USE CASES
1.1.

1.2.

Identify and report on each of the different use cases for describing learning
opportunities at your institution or at a national level. Use Form 1 (Annex A) for each
use case.
Include cases where your institution (or a national authority you are aware of) provides
this information to any European-wide system or agency.

STEP 2 – INSTRUMENTS
2.1.

For each of the reported use cases elaborate on the instruments and process followed to
collect and/or publish LO information.
2.1.1. If the process is carried out through a specially designed software application, use Form
2.1 (Annex B) to provide details.
2.1.2. In cases where the process and information management is handled by means of general
purpose tools (e.g. speadsheets), use Form 2.2 (Annex B).

STEP 3 – INFORMATION SCHEMAS
3.1.

For each of the reported use cases provide the information schemas used to collect
and/or present LO information.
3.1.1. If the process is carried out through a software application, use Form 3.1 to provide a
descriptive or machine readable description of the schema (e.g. xsd, xml) and a sample
instance/record (Annex C).
3.1.2. In cases where the process and information management is handled by means of general
purpose tools (e.g. speadsheets), use Form 3.2 to provide the schema in the tool format
and a sample instance/record (Annex C).
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For each use
case elaborate
on the
instruments
and processes
to collect
and/or publish
LO information

STEP 3

Identify &
report use
cases for
describing LOs
at
institutional,
national,
European level

STEP 2

STEP1

A summary of the presented step-wise methodology is depicted in Figure1.

For each use
case provide
the schemas
used to collect
and/or present
LO information

Figure 1: A step-wise methodology for data collection on
LO information management systems and tools

In addition to the documentation instruments in the annexes of this document, a set of related
examples have been compiled in order to give a better insight on their usage and desired detail
of feedback. An overview of the provided examples is shown in Figure 2.
TEIA Examples

STEP 1

Use case #1

STEP 2

Tool
Description
(Form 2.2)

STEP 3

Schema
Description
(Form 3.2)

Institutional LO
Advertising System

Use case #2
Institutional Quality
Asurance System

Use case #3

Use case #4

Institutional LO Data
to EOPPEP

National LO
Information System

Tool
Description
(Form 2.2)

System
Description
(Form 2.1)

Schema
Description
(Form 3.1)

Figure 2: Overview of set of examples describing existing LO information systems and tools
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ANNEX A
Form 1: Use cases of LO information management
Partner

[Partner Name]

Use case #
Level
LO type

[Number of use case]
[Institutional, National, European]
[Programme of study (pre or postgraduate),
Course,
Lifelong learning seminar,
Training activity,
Internship activity (as part of a learning programme),
etc.
[Description of the LO description process]

Description

Stakeholders

[Learners, public, university admin, policy makers, national
agency/ministry, etc.]

Example use cases
1. Greece (TEIA)

Partner

TEIA

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #1.1
Institutional
Programmes of study

Description

Stakeholders

The university manages a web-based system providing
information about the pre and post graduate programmes
offered, mainly for advertising purposes. Department
administrations use the web-based backend to edit specific
information for the description of the programmes of study.
Broader public, EOPPEP

Partner

TEIA

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #1.2
Institutional
Programmes of study

Description

The university is required to provide information for all its pre
and post graduate programmes, to the National Organization
for the Certification of Qualifications and Vocational Guidance
(EOPPEP). EOPPEP is the responsible organization for
collecting and exposing learning opportunity information at a
national level.
Learners and broader public

Stakeholders
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Partner

TEIA

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #1.3
Institutional and national
Courses

Description

The university manages a system for quality assurance
purposes which gathers and provides course data to the
National Quality Assurance Agency (NQAA). For each
programme of study offered by the university, the academic
staff is required to enter information about all taught courses
NQAA, Ministry of Education, University Administrations and
Policy Makers

Stakeholders

Partner

TEIA

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #1.4
National
Potentially all LO types

Description

The National Organization for the Certification of Qualifications
and Vocational Guidance (EOPPEP, http://www.eoppep.gr) is
the responsible organization for collecting and exposing
learning opportunity information at a national level. HEIs,
lifelong learning and vocational institutions can provide
information of their offerings. LO data collection is a manual
process according to which institutions provide information to
EOPPEP for their learning offerings by filling in a structured
spreadsheet. LO information is exposed through a web-based
information system.
Educational and training institutions, learners and broader
public

Stakeholders

2. Italy (CINI)

Partner

CINI

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #2.1
Institutional

Description

All the universities within the Consortium manage a dedicated
website that provides information about the internship programmes
and opportunities offered from the single Universities, mainly for
advertising and illustrative purposes, both at pre- and post-graduate
level. Department and courses administrations use their web-based
backend systems to edit specific information for the description of
the internship activities and to connect students with companies and
institutions offering the internships.
Learners, public

Stakeholders

Internship activity
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Partner

CINI

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #2.2
Institutional, National

Description

The Consortium manages a web platform that provides information
about the programmes offered within the framework of the projects
managed from the Consortium itself or from constituent universities,
mainly for advertising purposes.

Stakeholders

Learners, public

Partner

CINI

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #2.3
Institutional, National

Description

All the universities within the Consortium manage a dedicated
website that provides information about the programmes and
opportunities offered from the single Universities, mainly for
advertising purposes, both at pre- and post-graduate level.
Department and courses administrations use their web-based
backend systems to edit specific information for the description of
the programmes of study, the courses offered and details about them
(e.g., teaching and exams modalities, tools provided, expected
learning outcomes).

Programme of study (pre or postgraduate)

Programme of study (pre or postgraduate), Course

Stakeholders

Information provided is typically not exportable and sometimes it is
only in Italian.
No entry is published on PLOTEUS.
The different websites tend to use a unified taxonomy, not directly
specified in any reference manual but nevertheless much frequent.
Learners, public

Partner

CINI

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #2.4
Institutional, National

Description

All the universities within the Consortium undergo through a process
of evaluation of the learning opportunities they offer. Courses
evaluation is carried out by means of three instruments:
questionnaires which measure students’ satisfaction, annual unique
boards and review reports (Unique Yearly Card for Course
Evaluation, SUA-CdS). These elements are weighted and evaluated by
a Joint Committee for Education at both the university level and for
each study program. The results are collected in an Annual Report
drawn up by December 31 every year from ANVUR (Italian National
Agency for the Evaluation of the University System and the
Research), which is one of the moments of AVA procedure.
The AVA system (acronym for self-assessment, periodic assessment,
accreditation) consists of all the Agency's activities for the periodic
evaluation of quality, efficiency and results achieved by the

Course
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Stakeholders

universities and the enhancement of the quality of the selfassessment system and of the effectiveness of teaching and research
in universities. The agency evaluates every public University in Italy,
posing particular regards to the efficiency and effectiveness of
teaching, also with reference to the learning outcomes and the
subsequent employment of the students, and the adequacy of public
notice on LO and services offered to students. The amount of funding
that each university in Italy receives every year from the Ministry for
Education, University and Research comprises a “rewards share” that
depends on the results of such evaluation.
Established by a 2006 law with the goal of increasing meritocracy in
Italian research and education, the ANVUR was modelled after
organizations and systems such as the French evaluation agency for
research and higher education (Aeres) and the UK Research
Excellence Framework (REF).
National agency/ministry

3. BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg (GERMAN)
Partner

BTU-Cottbus-Senftenberg

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #3.1
Institutional
Courses

Description

The Institute of Computer Science manages a information
system for organizing the courses within the programmes of
study.

Stakeholders

Students and Teachers

Partner

BTU-Cottbus-Senftenberg

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #3.2
National, European
PhD Courses, Tutorials

Description

Collection of courses and Tutorials offered by all partners of
the PhD- Network within the project. The Schedule and content
is provided individual.

Stakeholders

Learners and Partner Institutions

Partner

BTU-Cottbus-Senftenberg

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #3.3

Description

The university manages a web-based system providing
information about the pre and post graduate programmes
offered, for advertising and information purposes. Department
administrations use the web-based backend to edit specific
information for the description of the programmes of study.

National, European, International

Programmes of study
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(https://www.b-tu.de/en/study/study-programmes)

Stakeholders

Broader public, University, Ministry of Science and Education

Partner

BTU-Cottbus-Senftenberg

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #3.4
International, European, National
Programmes of study, Courses

Description

The DAAD (German Academic Exchange Service) provide a
web-based information system to advertise the Program of
Study, Courses or other LOs to foreign students.
You can choose international programmes or All sudy
programmes
Learners and broader public

Stakeholders
4. TU Delft

Partner

TU Delft

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #4.1

Description

The university manages a website with information about different
master programmes. Each master programme has a separate
webpage with the programme in detail (courses, credits, duration).

Stakeholders

Learners, University

Partner

4TU including “TU Delft, Eindhoven University of Technology,
University of Twente and University of Wageningen”.

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case # 4.2

Description

The consortium manages a website with information about different
engineering programmes at the 4 technical universities at the
Netherlands.

Stakeholders

Learners, Public, 4TU Universities

Partner

TU Delft

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case # 4.3

Institutional
Programme of study

National
Technical degree programs

International
Courses
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Description

TU Delft offers some of its courses online for all international
interested people around the world. The courses are hosted in EDX
education platform and the learners can attend the courses with a
cost to get a certificate or can simply audience the course for no cost.

Stakeholders

University, Learners, Public

5. University of Montpellier (UM)
UM
Partner

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #5.1
Institutional - Speciality level (Electronics Engineering)

Description

Polytech Montpellier, the Engineering School of the University of
Montpellier, is currently working on a trans-speciality web-based
system to manage information about the postgraduate programmes
offered. So far, each department has managed its programmes by
itself.
As far as the department of Electronics Engineering is concerned, the
head of the department has built an internal database (MySQL) that
deals with:
1*) course titles, associated number of hours for the students and
corresponding ECTS credits, internal course code,
2*) number of hours in terms of teaching duties
3*) detailed description sheets including description of the course,
teacher in charge of the course, keywords, evaluation conditions,
context, content, provided material and pre-requisites, as well as
detailed expected knowledge/skills/competences expected at the
end of the course.
This database is available though a web-based system (PhP).
1*) Learners, public, university admin, teachers
2*) University administration, teachers
3*) University administration, teachers (to be soon extended to
learners!)

Stakeholders

Programme of study (postgraduate)

Partner

UM

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #5.2
Institutional - School level (Engineering School Polytech Montpellier)

Description

Stakeholders

Polytech Montpellier, the Engineering School of the University of
Montpellier, is currently working on a trans-speciality web-based
system to manage information about the postgraduate programmes
offered. So far, each department has managed its programmes by
itself.
The website of the School gathers the LO information from the
different departments of the School.
Learners, public, university admin, teachers

Partner

UM

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #5.3
Institutional - University level (University of Montpellier)

Programme of study (pre- and postgraduate)

Programme of study (pre- and postgraduate)
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Description

The university manages a web-based system providing information
about the pre- and postgraduate programmes offered, mainly for
advertising purposes. A regional portal is under construction, which
should harvest the information from the local portal.

Stakeholders

Learners, public, regional agency

6. Tallinna Tehnikaülikool

Partner

Tallinna Tehnikaülikool

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #6.1
Institutional
Programmes of study, courses

Description

The university manages a web-accessible database containing
descriptions of study programmes taught at the university at
all levels (bachelor, master, doctoral). The information is
available at different levels – private accounts for students and
staff, overview for wider public – thus allowing using the same
system also for advertising and evaluation. In the same system,
course schedules are available. The same applies for applying
for courses by students and grading by educators. For quality
analysis, the system provides anonymous feedback from
students (obligatory from 2016) by allowing evaluating and
commenting both courses and educators.
Learners, public, university admin, policy makers, national
ministry

Stakeholders

Partner

Tallinna Tehnikaülikool

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #6.2
Institutional, national
Programmes of study

Description

The university manages a web-based system describing
informally all study programmes for advertisement purposes
as part of the university web-site. For international public,
together with the other national universities, a web-site
StudyInEstonia (estonia.dreamapply.com) is managed. This
site lists also the study programmes and has links to
corresponding universities’ programmes. The same site is used
for international applicants (not for all study programmes).

Stakeholders

Learners, international public

Partner

Tallinna Tehnikaülikool

Use case #
Level
LO type

Use case #6.3
National
Programmes of study
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Description

Admission to all universities and vocational institutions by
residents is based on a nation-wide web-based system SAIS
(www.sais.ee). The system allows searching for keywords to
help student candidates in their selection. For detailed
information about study programmes, the system forwards to
corresponding information at universities’ webpages.

Stakeholders

Learners, public
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ANNEX B
Form 2.1: Software systems for LO information management
Partner

[Partner Name]

Use case reference #

[Number of use case, reference to use case of Form 1]

Name of Information
System

[Name of the system]

URL
Is it publicly available?
Description

What services does the
system provide?

Interoperability

[Electronic address]
[Yes/No]

[General description of the system functionality and target audience]

[Functionality offered with regard to LO information:
e.g. online description, search, browsing, etc.]

[Describe any protocols, encoding schemes (XML, JSON, SKOS etc.)
and APIs that are used by the system]
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Example software system
Greece(TEIA)
Partner

TEIA

Use case reference #

Use case #1.4

Name of Information
System

Ploigos

URL

http://ploigos.eoppep.gr

Indicative
screenshots

Is it publicly
available?

Yes

Description

Ploigos is the Greek National Educational Opportunities Database of
the National Organization for the Certification of Qualifications and
Vocational Guidance (EOPPEP) of the Ministry of Education.
Depending on the user interests, Poligos can find information about
studying in Greece at all levels and all types of education (general,
vocational education, initial vocational training, adult education,
distance learning, etc.). Population of the database by interested
organizations is not supported by the system.
- Searching of LOs
- Browsing of LO metadata on basic characteristics, provider
information, location and other info
- Link to the provider’s site
- “My favourites” function

What services does
the system provide?

www.learningcompass.eu - IO1: Analysis of existing LO schemes supporting document
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Italy(CINI)
Partner

CINI

Use case reference #

Use Case #2.4

Type of general
purpose tool

SUA-CdS board

URL

http://www.anvur.org/attachments/article/26/3.%20Scheda
%20Unica%20Annuale%20del%20Corso%20di%20Studio.pdf

Is it publicly accessible? Yes (in Italian)
Description

What services does the
tool support?

It is the management functional tool used within the AVA system from
the ANVUR agency.
It aims to:
- Define the demand for training;
- Clarify the provision of training;
- Certify the LO;
- Clarify the roles and responsibilities pertaining to the management
of the Quality Assurance system of the University;
- Periodically review the system of the study program and its effects
to make the necessary changes.
Description of programmes of study (pre- and post-graduate),
comparison of LO through standard indicators.

Partner

CINI

Use case reference #

Use Case #2.3

Type of general
purpose tool

Spreadsheet, Word file

URL

-

Is it publicly accessible? No
Description

Universities within the Consortium define a set of structured
information for all of them its programmes of study (pre- and postgraduate) and their courses through dedicated spreadsheets and
documents. These files are then sent to the heads of the departments
and directors of postgraduate programmes which have the
responsibility of filling in the corresponding information.

What services does the
tool support?

Description of programmes of study (pre- and post-graduate).
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BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg (GERMAN)
Partner

BTU-Cottbus-Senftenberg

Use case #

Use case #3.3

Name of
Informatio
n System

BTU-Webpage

URL

https://www.b-tu.de/en/study/study-programmes

Indicative
screenshots

Is it
publicly
available?
Description

Yes

What
services
does the
system
provide?

-

University provides short Overview about all the Learning Opportunities at
BTU, but no detailed information about courses and schedules.

-

Browsing of LO metadata on basic characteristics, provider information,
location and other info
Link to the provider’s site

Partner

BTU-Cottbus-Senftenberg

Use case #

Use case #3.4
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Name of
Informati
on System

Higher Education Compass
(DAAD-Webpage)

URL

https://www.daad.de/deutschland/studienangebote/internationalprograms/en/
https://www.daad.de/deutschland/studienangebote/studiengang/en/

Indicative
screensho
ts
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Is it
publicly
available?
Descripti
on

Yes

What
services
does the
system
provide?

-

German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) provides a Database of LO in
Germany. They are grouped in 2 different search sites for international
programmes and all study programmes

-

Browsing of LO metadata on basic characteristics, provider information,
location and other info
Link to the provider’s site
Detailed Search
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TU Delft

Partner

TU Delft

Use case reference #

Use case #4.1

Name of Information
System

Study Guide

URL

studiegids.tudelft.nl

Is it publicly available?

Yes

Description

The Study Guide provides information about all courses taught at TU
Delft. Information such as credits, period, examination type can be
found here. Furthermore, also study programmes (masters and
bachelors) can be searched on this website.

What services does the
system provide?




Searching of LOs
Searching of Master Programmes

Interoperability



Apparently none

Partner

4TU

Use case reference #

Use case # 4.2

Name of Information
System

4TU Federation

URL

https://www.4tu.nl

Is it publicly available?

Yes

Description

The 4TU provides information about technical degrees provided at
the four technical universities in the Netherlands. The portal links to
the main universities thereafter for further information.

What services does the
system provide?



Searching of Technical Degree Programmes

Interoperability



Apparently none
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Partner

TU Delft

Use case reference #

Use case #4.3

Name of Information
System

Online learning TU Delft

URL

https://online-learning.tudelft.nl/

Is it publicly available?

Yes

Description

TU Delft provides some online courses for interested learners around
the world.

What services does the
system provide?



Searching of available courses

Interoperability



Apparently none
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University of Montpellier (UM)

Partner

UM

Use
case Use case #5.1
reference #
Name
of MyEII
Information
System
URL

http://www.polytech.univ-montp2.fr/myeii/PHP/board.php

Is it publicly No
available?
Indicative
screenshots

1)

2)
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Description

What services
does the system
provide?

MyEII is an in-house database developed by the head of the department, Laurent
Latorre.
Population of the database is supported by himself for:
- the list of courses
- administrative codes
- number of ECTS credits
- number of hours for the students
- number of hours for the teachers (needed and assigned)
- assignment of teachers to courses
Population of the database is supported by the concerned teacher in charge
of the course for the detailed description of its course:
- teacher in charge of the course
- estimated time of personal work (in addition to lectures, tutored
exercises and labs) required for the course
- short description of the course
- related keywords
- examination protocol
- context and goal of the course
- detailed content of the course
- provided material
- prerequisites (including a list of courses from the speciality in order to
highlight the hierarchy of the courses)

-

Interoperability

Browsing of LOs with a filter by semester (screenshot 1)
Up-to-date view of the teaching staff needs and assigned hours
(screenshot 1)
Summary of assigned hours with a filter by teacher (screenshot 2)
Detailed information about the courses (see annex C)
Up-to-date information

PHP-MySQL-web-based interface
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Partner

UM

Use case
reference #
Name of
Information
System

Use case #5.2

URL

General website:
http://www.polytech-montpellier.fr/
Programs for each speciality (examples):
- Undergraduate:
http://www.polytechmontpellier.fr/images/PEIP/enseignements_PeiP_2015.pdf
- Postgraduate:
ex.1)
http://www.polytechmontpellier.fr/MEA/index.php/enseignement/programme
ex2)
http://www.polytechmontpellier.fr/STE/index.php/formation/enseignements
ex3) http://www.polytech-montpellier.fr/index.php/formation/informatiqueet-gestion-ig/enseignements

Is it publicly
available?

Yes

Indicative
screenshots

1)

Up-to-date

2)

detailed

Polytech website

but

but

not

not

detailed:

up-to-date:
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details about one course (pdf file):

3) Not detailed and not up-to-date:
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Description

What services
does the system
provide?

Polytech website is a web portal that leads to the LOs of each of its
specialities or departments. As far as the different departments deal in
different manners with their LO information, the content offered by the
Polytech website thus differs from one speciality to another.
1) Some departments exhibit an up-to-date list of courses and
associated credits directly extracted from a local database (ex: the
online programme for the MEA and SE specialities are directly
extracted from MyEII database (use case #UM1), so that any
modification in the database is updated on the Polytech website at
the next downloading of the page).
2) Some departments offer not only the list of courses and
associated credits but also give a link to detailed information
about the course (ex: STE). Unfortunately the descriptions are not
up-to-date (extraction date is 04/11/2014).
3) Some departments just give a link to a pdf file extracted once a
year from the official administrative database of courses
(APOGEE, provided by the National Mutualisation Agency for
Universities and Teaching Institutions (AMUE, Agence de
Mutualisation des Universités et Etablissements d'enseignement)
(ex: IG). Obviously the list is not updated (extraction date is
16/06/2014)
- Presentation of the 10 specialities of the engineering school Polytech
Montpellier and the corresponding programmes
- Link to the speciality websites (when available)

Interoperability

No
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Partner

UM

Use
case Use case #5.3
reference #
Name
of AMETYS
Information
System
URL

http://formations.umontpellier.fr/fr/index.html

Is it publicly yes
available?
Indicative
screenshots
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Description

What services
does the system
provide?

AMETYS is about to become the PhP web-based tool to manage the
description of the LO at the University of Montpellier. It is based on the
European standard CDM (Course Description Metadata) and more
specifically its French version CDM-fr, version 2.1. It exhibits a
regulatory part (for official accreditation of the diplomas) and a LO
publication part for advertisement.
Searching of LOs
Browsing of LOs
View by diploma (not by field nor faculty)
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Interoperability

Population interface
CMS
XML files for exportation to local and regional portals
PhP – interpreted by ssl

Tallinna Tehnikaülikool

Partner

Tallinna Tehnikaülikool

Use case reference #

Use case #6.1

Name of
Information System

Õppeinfosüsteem (ÕIS/OIS, study information system)

URL

http://ois.ttu.ee

Indicative
screenshots

Is it publicly
available?
Description

Yes

What services does
the system provide?

Public access:

Interoperability

Export to CSV-format of study results and feedback.

OIS is the study information system of Tallinn University of
Technology (the other universities have their own systems). It
contains descriptions of all study programmes and courses, and
manages students’ registration to courses and their grading. In
addition, it manages all additional information about studying at TTU
– schedules, feedbacks, etc.

-

Searching of LOs
Browsing of LOs descriptions, schedule, literature, location,
etc.
Private access (examples):
- Students: creating study plans, registration to courses,
submitting feedback
- Lectors/professors: grading, course feedback analysis
- Head of study programme: schedule requirements/
constraints, programme feedback analysis
- Administration: course and programme creation
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Form 2.2: Other tools for LO information management
Partner

[Partner Name]

Use case reference #

[Number of use case, reference to use case of Form 1]

Type of general
purpose tool

[e.g. spreadsheet, word file, etc.]

URL

[Address to download]

Is it publicly accessible?

[Yes/No]

Description

[General description of the process related to the tool and the target
audience]

What services does the
tool support?

[Function of tool with regard to LO information:
e.g. reporting and submission for database population, etc.]

Example general purpose tool
Greece (TEIA)
Partner

TEIA

Use case reference#

Use case #1.3

Type of general
purpose tool
URL

Excel spreadsheet

Is it publicly accessible?

No

Description

The spreadsheet includes a set of structured information that
are required from the university for all its programmes of
study (pre and post graduate). The spreadsheet is sent to the
heads of the departments and directors of postgraduate
programmes which have the responsibility of filling in the
corresponding information. The completed sheets are sent to
EOPPEP for integration of information into its LO database.
Description of programmes of study (pre and post graduate).

What services does the
tool support?

-
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Italy(CINI)
Partner

CINI

Use case reference #

Use Case #2.4

Type of general
purpose tool

SUA-CdS board

URL

http://www.anvur.org/attachments/article/26/3.%20Scheda
%20Unica%20Annuale%20del%20Corso%20di%20Studio.pdf

Is it publicly accessible? Yes (in Italian)
Description

What services does the
tool support?

It is the management functional tool used within the AVA system from
the ANVUR agency.
It aims to:
- Define the demand for training;
- Clarify the provision of training;
- Certify the LO;
- Clarify the roles and responsibilities pertaining to the management
of the Quality Assurance system of the University;
- Periodically review the system of the study program and its effects
to make the necessary changes.
Description of programmes of study (pre- and post-graduate),
comparison of LO through standard indicators.

Partner

CINI

Use case reference #

Use Case #2.3

Type of general
purpose tool

Spreadsheet, Word file

URL

-

Is it publicly accessible? No
Description

Universities within the Consortium define a set of structured
information for all of them its programmes of study (pre- and postgraduate) and their courses through dedicated spreadsheets and
documents. These files are then sent to the heads of the departments
and directors of postgraduate programmes which have the
responsibility of filling in the corresponding information.

What services does the
tool support?

Description of programmes of study (pre- and post-graduate).

BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg (GERMAN)
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Partner

BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg

Use case #

Use case #3.3

Type of general
purpose tool
URL

Word Documents, Internal database

Is it publicly accessible?

Yes

Description

Long bureaucratic process to built and accredit a new
Programmes of study.

What services does the
tool support?

Description of the programmes of study, Admissions
Requirements, Level (Bachelor, Master, PhD)

Partner

BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg

Use case #

Use case #3.1

Type of general
purpose tool
URL

Word documents

Is it publicly accessible?

No

Description

The document includes a set of structured information that are
required from the Professor, who provide the course. It is used
to built or update the database for the web-based information
system.

What services does the
tool support?

Description of Courses. enrolment for students

Partner

BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg

Use case #

Use case #3.4

Type of general
purpose tool
URL

Spreadsheet (Email Contact to DAAD)

Is it publicly accessible?

No

Description

The document includes a set of structured information that are
required from the providing University. It includes Short
description and metadata.

https://www.b-tu.de/en/study/study-programmes

-

-

It is an advertising service of the DAAD. The Institution have to
pay for the listing.
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What services does the
tool support?

Short Description of Programmes or Courses

TU Delft

Partner

TU Delft

Use case reference #

Use case #4.1

Type of general
purpose tool

Website sheet

URL

coursebase.tudelft.nl

Is it publicly accessible?

No

Description

Through this website, teachers can add courses including all
information: course contents, education period, credits, study goals,
prior knowledge, education method, study materials and assessment,
judgement). Moreover, through this website a blackboard page for
the course can be created as well.

What services does the
tool support?

Description of programmes of study and courses.

Partner

4TU

Use case reference #

Use case #4.2

Type of general
purpose tool

Website

URL

https://www.4tu.nl

Is it publicly accessible?

Yes

Description

Through this website, the 4 partner universities can introduce their
technical programs to the visitors.

What services does the
tool support?

Description of Technical programmes of study.
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Partner

TU Delft

Use case reference #

Use case #4.3

Type of general
purpose tool

Website

URL

https://online-learning.tudelft.nl/

Is it publicly accessible?

Yes

Description

Through this website the interested learners can search for online
offered courses at TU Delft. To audit the course is for free but to get a
signed certificate by the university would cost some money.

What services does the
tool support?

Description of available online courses and linking the interested
learners to the EDX portal.

Tallinna Tehnikaülikool

Partner

Tallinna Tehnikaülikool

Use case reference #

Use cases #6.2 and #6.3

Type of general
purpose tool
URL

Word file

Is it publicly accessible?
Description

No
The word document contains a brief description of a study
programme (to be presented for a wider public and for student
candidates). Links to TTU web-pages and/or to OIS are added
by systems’ managers.

What services does the
tool support?

Brief description of the study programme.

-
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ANNEX C
Form 3.1: Information schemas of LO software systems
Partner

[Partner Name]

Use case reference#

[Number of use case, reference to use case of Form 1]

Name of Information
System

[Name of the system]

URL

[Electronic address]

Information schema?

[Yes/No]

Detailed features of
provided services

[information requirements for using provided services]

Sample record

[a sample record of a LO description in the system]

Example schema used in software system
Greece(TEIA)
Partner

TEIA

Use case reference#

Use case #1.4

Name of Information
System

Ploigos

URL

http://ploigos.eoppep.gr/

Information schema?

Basic Attributes
Title :
Keywords :
Education level :
Specific target group :
Subject :
Learning Language :
Study Type :
Duration :
Is Programme :
Certification :
Requirements :
Cost :
Grants :
Credits :
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Description :
Keywords :
Provider Information
Provider name :
Contact Person :
Address :
Phone number :
Fax number :
Email address :
Website (URL) :
Additional information :
LO Information
Course Location :
Address :
Phone number :
Fax number :
Email address :
Website (URL) :
Additional Information :

Detailed features of
provided services

Sample record

Additional Information:
Science Field :
Photograph :
Additional Information :
The user can search Programs of studies based on the following
criteria:
 Keywords
 Education Level
 Specific Target Group
 Subject
 Learning Language
 Study Type
 Duration
 Course Location
 Scientific field
Example of “ Undergraduate Program Department of Informatics with
Applications in Biomedicine, University of Central Greece ”
Basic Attributes
Title :
Keywords :
Education level :
Specific target group
:
Subject :
Learning Language :
Study Type :
Duration :
Is Programme :
Certification :

Undergraduate Program Department of
Informatics with Applications in Biomedicine,
University of Central Greece
Bioinformatics, Medicine
Bachelor (ISCED Level: 5A)
Computer science (ISCED Code: 481)
Greek
Full-time
over 1 year
Yes
Diploma Department of Informatics with
Applications in Biomedicine, University of
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Requirements :

Cost :
Grants :
Credits :
Description :

Central Greece
Each year the Department admits on average
80 people with the condition of entry being
successful completion of the PanHellenic
Entrance Examinations, as well as student
from various categories (5% high school
graduates with disabilities of more than 67%,
transfers of graduates from Higher
Educational Institutions (AEI), Technological
Educational Institutes (TEI) and Two-year
Extended Study Schools, Foreigners, Foreign
Fellows, Expatriates, Expatriates Fellows,
Athletes, EU Students).
Free
The content of the Undergraduate Program
Department of Informatics with Applications
in Biomedicine consists of the core courses of
Computer Science, Biology, Biochemistry and
Bioinformatics. The Department is pioneering
in the field of Computer Science as it fills the
gap in the area of expertise of computer
application in the Medical/Health field thus
ensuring good employment prospects for
graduate making them competitive in the
labor market ready to cope with modern
requirements both in the scientific field of
Information Technology and Biomedicine. The
potential for professional establishment are
found in both the private and public sector
and in the field of research.

Provider Information
Provider name :
Contact Person :
Address :
Phone number :
Fax number :
Email address :
Website (URL) :
Additional
information :

Department of Informatics with Applications
in Biomedicine, University of Central Greece
Konstantinou Petros, Secretary
Papasiopoulou 2-4, 35100 Lamia
Department of Informatics with Applications
in Biomedicine, University of Central Greece
Konstantinou Petros, Secretary
Papasiopoulou 2-4, 35100 Lamia
+302231066700
+302231066715

LO location
Course Location :
Address :
Phone number :
Fax number :
Email address :
Website (URL) :
Additional
Information :

Fthiotida
Papasiopoulou 2-4, ΤΚ 35100 Galaneika Lamia
+3022310 - 66900, +3022310 - 66939
+302231066715
dib@ucg.gr
http://www.dib.ucg.gr
The city of Lamia has buses that serve the
people with frequent services to all parts of
the city. (Tel. 2231022122). The itinerary
University-Lamia runs every fifteen (15)
minutes from 5:45 in the morning until 22:45
in the evening. The students (reduced) fare for
the journey Lamia-University costs 55cents.
The bus stop of the University is served by bus
to destinations HOSPITAL (SANITARIUM) –
EVRITANES – WORKERS BUILDINGS –
LIGARIA. The starting point of the line is
located at the park square in front of the
National Bank.
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Other Attributes
Science Field :
Exact sciences
Photograph :
Additional
Information :

Italy(CINI)
Partner

Technological
sciences

The Department of Informatics with
Applications in Biomedicine has been included
in Measure 2.2 of the Operational Programme
for Education and Initial Vocational Training
(O.P. “Education”) – EPEAEK II – entitled
“Expansion of Higher Education - University of
Central Greece (2004-2006) and code MIS
92108, which is 75% funded by the European
Union (European Central Bank funds) and
25% by the State. It is included in the Measure
5.2 of the O.P. “Education” entitled
“Equipment for the Support of ECB Funding
Activities in New Departments Enhancing
Higher Education 3rd Phase (2004-2006) of
the University of Central Greece – ERDF”,
which is 75% funded by the European Union
(ERDF funds) and 25% by the State.

CINI

Use case reference#

Use case #2.4

Name of Information
System

ANVUR-related Web Page

URL

http://www.universitaly.it/index.php/offerta/cercaUniv

Information schema?

Course
University
Course website
Course information
Course location
Registered students and graduates

Detailed features of
provided services

The user can search programs of studies and courses based on the
following criteria:
- Degree
- Area of study
- Online and Distance Learning
- Entrance Requirements
- City
- University

Sample record

http://www.universitaly.it/index.php/public/schedaCorso/anno/2015/c
orso/1525108 (partly in Italian)
Course: Ingegneria informatica [LM-32]
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Politecnico di TORINO
Course website
Course information:
Minimum entry requirements Bachelor's degree
Admissions test not required
Course delivery: face to face
Course length
Tax
Course location
- TORINO

Registered students and graduates
Accademic Year
2012/13 2013/14
Registered at 1° year
242
260
Registered at 2° year
211
213
Fuori Corso
15
18
Graduates
123
160

2014/15
253
235
12
50

TU Delft

Partner

TU Delft

Use case reference#

Use case #4.3

Name of Information
System

CourseBase

URL

coursebase.tudelft.nl

Information schema?

There are a lot of information which are provided per course. An
example of data record is as follows:
Responsible instructor:
Contact Hours/Week:
Education Period:
Start Education:
Exam Period:
Course Language:
Expected prior knowledge:
Course Contents:
Study Goals:
Education Method:
Computer Use:
Books:
Assessment:

Detailed features of
provided services

The user can search Programs of studies based on the following
criteria:
 Course Code
 Instructor
 Text
 Program
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Sample record
Responsible
Instructor

Name

E-mail

Prof. E.
E.Charbon@tudelft.nl
Charbon

Contact Hours /
0/4/0/0
Week x/x/x/x
Education
Period

2

Start Education

2

Exam Period

2
3

Course Language English
Expected prior
Linear circuit theory. Digital circuits.
knowledge
Course Contents This course will present a broad yet thorough
overview of the subject of digital VLSI design,
spanning both the circuit and the system
abstractions. This complete picture is the only
way to make the right tradeoffs, find the most
suitable optimizations and the best
implementation strategies for very large scale
integrated circuits in deep-submicron
technologies. After an introduction to
technology,
devices
and
interconnect,
combinational logic gates and sequential
elements are studied. This is followed by
system level perspectives of implementation
fabrics, interconnect issues, timing issues and
the design of macro blocks. At each level, the
opportunities and limitations of the physical
implementation are considered for finding
better solutions and tradeoffs. This includes
the consequences of the analog behavior of
digital systems with respect to e.g. cross-talk
noise and signal waveforms, that generally
tend to become more influential with each
new technology generation.

Study Goals

Be able to analyse and design a deepsubmicron VLSI subsystem with full
comprehension of how its performance,
power dissipation, size and reliability relates
to its physical implementation. Be able to use
this knowledge to make suitable tradeoffs and
implementation choices. Be able to manage
the complexity of scale of a VLSI system as
well as the complexity of behaviour of its
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individual components.

Education
Method

Lectures and design assignment

Computer Use

Design assignment

Books

"Digital Integrated Circuits: A Design
Perspective", 2nd edition, J.M. Rabaey et al.,
Prentice Hall, 2003 ISBN 0-13-120764-4

Assessment

50% based on written examination and 50%
on assignment. A minimum of 5 needs to be
obtained for each of the two parts in order for
the overall grade to be valid.

University of Montpellier (UM)
UM
Partner

Use
case Use case #5.1
reference#
MyEII
Name of
Informatio
n System
URL

http://www.polytech.univ-montp2.fr/myeii/PHP/board.php (private)

Informatio
n schema?

The two columns related to LOs are the red one (LO structure) and the green one (LO
detailed content). The blue column is used to calculate the total number of hours
assigned to each teacher in the department. The orange column is dedicated to the
calculation of the “cost” of each course in terms of total hours taught to students.
Attributes of Semestre (semester):
Name
Administrative code for Apogée
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Number of students registered in the semester
Number of groups for lectures
Number of groups for exercise sessions
Number of groups for lab sessions
A semester is composed of several UEs (for Unité d’Enseignement, i.e. Teaching Unit).
Attributes of UE (teaching unit):
Name
Administrative code for Apogée
Related semester
Name of the professor in charge of the teaching unit
Explanations about the context of the teaching unit
Details on the content of the teaching unit
Prerequisites
Provided material
A Teaching Unit (UE) is composed of several ECUEs (for Elément Consitutif d’Unité
d’Enseignement, i.e. Course).
Attributes of ECUE (Course):
Name
Administrative code for Apogée
Related teaching unit (UE)
Number of ECTS credits
Name of the professor in charge of the course
Estimated time of personal work required
Short description of the course
Related keywords (4 possible keywords, free choice)
Examination protocol
Explanations about the context of the course
Details on the content of the course
Provided material
Prerequisites (free choice)
Prerequisites (choice among a list of courses from the speciality in order to highlight the
hierarchy of the courses)
Main field
A course (ECUE) can be composed of several teachings, like lectures, exercise sessions,
labs.
Attributes of teachings (parts of a course):
Related course (ECUE)
Type of teaching (lecture / exercise session / lab)
Number of hours
Number of groups (1 for lectures, 2 or 3 for exercise sessions, 4 to 6 for labs)
Internal indicator for cost calculation

Attributes of connaissance (knowledge):
Related course (ECUE)
Name of a knowledge (free-text boxes)
Level of expertise expected for this knowledge at the end of the course (notions /
application / mastery / expertise)
Attributes of compétences (know-how):
Related course (ECUE)
Name of a know-how (free-text boxes)
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Level of expertise expected for this know-how at the end of the course (notions /
application / mastery / expertise)
Attributes of capacités (skills) (what needs to be done by the student during the course,
according to a school level referential) :
For each of the given items, the answer is either yes (skill required) or no (skill not
necessary):
Write
Communicate
Work in team
Run and drive a group, a project
Rigour and organization
Practical sense
Critical sense
Mind openness
Analysis and synthesis ability
Abstraction ability, logic
Initiative ability
Creativity
Attributes of competences RNCP (skills as defined by the National Commission of the
Engineering diplomas, by the School, and by the speciality department):
e.g. “Ability to mobilize a wide spectrum of basic scientific knowledge”, “ Knowledge and
understanding of an engineering scientific and technical field”…

Sample
record
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Tallinna Tehnikaülikool

Partner

Tallinna Tehnikaülikool

Use
case Use case #6.1 (study programme)
reference#
Name of
Õppeinfosüsteem (ÕIS/OIS, study information system)
Informatio
n System
URL
http://ois.ttu.ee
Informatio
n schema?

TUT study programme code:
MER study programme code:
study programme version code:
faculty/college | head of study programme:
title in Estonian:
title in English:
language of instruction:
study level:
ECTS credits:
study programme group:
broad area of study:
study field:
fully self-paid study programme:
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nominal study period (in semesters):
access conditions:
degrees conferred:
granting the right to conduct studies in the study programme group:
validity date of the right to conduct studies in the study programme group:
no. of the decision granting the right to teach in the study programme group:
Study programme aims and objectives:
learning outcomes of the study programme:
graduation requirements:

Detailed
features of
provided
services

Search by:
- TTU study programme code
- MER code
- study programme version code
- title in Estonian
- title in English
- study level
- name of the head of the study programme
- language of instruction

Sample
record
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…

Partner

Tallinna Tehnikaülikool

Use
case Use case #6.1 (course)
reference#
Name of
Õppeinfosüsteem (ÕIS/OIS, study information system)
Informatio
n System
URL
http://ois.ttu.ee
Informatio
n schema?

course code:
course title in Estonian:
course title in English:
course volume CP:
ECTS credits:
assessment form:
teaching semester:
lecturer:
last teaching semester:
course aims in English:
learning outcomes in the course in Eng.:
brief description of the course in English:
evaluation criteria in Est.:
evaluation criteria in Engl.:
study literature:
full-time studies (weekly hours): lectures / practices / exercises
distance learning work load (in a semester): lectures / practices / exercises
study programmes that contain the course:
course homepages:
timetable:

Detailed
features of
provided
services

Search by:
- course code
- course title (in Estonian)
- course title in English
- lecturer
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-

lecturer’s language of instruction
teaching semester
homepage author
structural unit
ECTS credits
last teaching semester

Sample
record

Form 3.2: Information schemas of other LO related tools
Partner
Use case reference#
Type of general
purpose tool
URL

[Partner Name]
[Number of use case, reference to use case of Form 1]
[e.g. spreadsheet, word file, etc.]

[Electronic address]
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Information schema?

[Yes/No]

Detailed features of
provided services

[information requirements for using provided services]

Sample record

[a sample record of a LO description in the system]

Example of schemas described with general purpose tools
Greece(TEIA)
Partner

TEIA

Use case reference #

Use case #1.1

Type of general
purpose tool

Word document

URL
Information schema?

Detailed features of
provided services
Sample record

The course description consists of the following fields:
Course Name
Course Code
Weekly Duty
ECTS
Typical Semester
Course Category
Prerequisites
Learning Outcomes
Course Content
The description of the courses is available to the public without
any further features.
Course Name

Introduction to Informatics

Course Code:

Ν2-1010

Weekly Effort:

4 (2Th + 1E +1L)

ECTS:

5

Typical
Semester:

First

Course
Category:

General Infrastructure Course

Prerequisites:
Learning
Outcomes

The course is a foundational course on Computer Science. The course aims to pr
introductory and fundamental knowledge of Computer Science, so that the stude
prepared for attending the majority of the courses included in the curriculum of

Upon successful completion of this course, the student:

will recognize and will be able to describe much of the terminology of Infor
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Course Content



will be able to use sufficiently knowledge of the architecture and operation
following courses during his/her studies,



will know how information is represented and stored in a machine,



will understand the data processing,



will have elementary knowledge of Operating Systems and their role,



will be aware of computer networks and their basic functions,



will have knowledge of communications and communication systems,



will be able to separate the different programming paradigms and correspo
characteristics between different programming languages, so that, he/she c
new programming languages not procedural,



will have a general knowledge of Software Engineering.

INTRODUCTION
The Computer Science
Algorithms
The origin and evolution of computing machines
The role of algorithms
Part 1 - MACHINE ARCHITECTURE
Data Storage
Boolean operations
Logic Circuits (FLIP FLOPS)
Storage of bits
Main Memory (MM)
Mass Storage
Information representation in the form of bit patterns
The binary system
Storing integers
Storing fractions
Data Compression
Communication errors
Part 2 - SOFTWARE (SW)
Operating Systems and Networks
The Evolution of Operating Systems
Operating System Architecture
Machine Activities coordination
Handling Competition among processes
Networks
The Internet
Network Protocols
Security Programming Languages
Historical Perspectives
Traditional Programming
Procedural Units
Software Engineering
The Software Life Cycle.
Software Engineering Models.
Software structure in modules.
Design Methodologies

Italy (CINI)
Partner
Use case reference#

CINI
Use Case #2.4
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Type of general
purpose tool

SUA-CdS board

URL

http://www.anvur.org/attachments/article/26/3.%20Scheda%20
Unica%20Annuale%20del%20Corso%20di%20Studio.pdf
The course description consists of the following fields:

Information schema?

University
Course Name
Area of study
Course Language
Web page
Information about taxes
Delivery modalities
Teachers and Structures
Abstract
Working perspectives
Detailed features of
provided services

This description details all the fundamental information about the LO.

Sample record

http://www.universitaly.it/index.php/scheda/sua/26430#3 (in Italian)

Partner

CINI

Use case reference#

Use case #2.3

Type of general
purpose tool

Spreadsheet, word file

URL

-

Information schema?

The course description consists of the following fields:
Subject fundamentals
Expected learning outcomes
Prerequisites / Assumed knowledge
Contents
Delivery modes
Texts, readings, handouts and other learning resources
Assessment and grading criteria

Detailed features of
provided services

This description details all the fundamental information about the course.

Sample record

Subject fundamentals
The course targets two goals: from the one hand, it aims at providing the
basics of Object-Oriented Programming, with emphasis on C++ and, from
the other hand, at teaching the most significant manual design
methodologies for digital systems and at introducing the basics of
Computer Architectures.
The course provides an integrated approach to the above-mentioned
topics, enhancing their mutual interactions, especially when dealing with
embedded systems.
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Expected learning outcomes
•
Knowledge of Object-Oriented Programming methodologies;
•
Capability of advanced programming on C++ language;
•
Knowledge of the most significant computer architectures and
their internal structures and organizations;
•
Knowledge of elementary building blocks of Processing elements;
•
Knowledge of manual design methodologies of combinational
and sequential digital systems, at both logic and RT abstraction level.
Prerequisites / Assumed knowledge
Students are assumed to be familiar with the fundamental concepts of:
•
Algebras, as presented, for instance, in:
−
F.M. Brown: "Boolean reasoning: the logic of boolean equations,"
Kluwer Academic Publisher, Boston MA (USA), 1990, (chapter 1, pp. 1-21)
•
Number systems and codes, as presented, for instance, in:
−
E.J.McCluskey: "Logic design principles with emphasis on testable
semicustom circuits equations," Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, USA,
1986, (chapter 1, pp. 1-28)
−
J. P. Hayes: "Introduction to Digital Logic Design," Addison
Wesley, Reading, MA (USA), 1994, (chapter 2, pp. 51-123)
−
M. Mezzalama, N. Montefusco, P. Prinetto: "Aritmetica degli
elaboratori e codifica dell'informazione", UTET, Torino (Italy), 1989 (in
Italian), (chapter 1, pp. 1-38).
•
Basic concepts of C programming language:
−
Control structures
−
Basic data types and operators
−
The program life-cycle
as presented, for instance, in:
−
B.W. Kernighan, D.M. Ritchie: The C Programming Language
Prentice Hall (pp. 1-57)
−
P.Deitel, H.Deitel: C : How to Program, Prentice Hall, 2009
Contents
•
Introduction and basic concepts (0.5 ECTS credits)
o
Course presentation
o
Technology trends
o
Boolean Algebras
o
Digital System modeling
o
Digital System clustering and taxonomy
•
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Object Oriented Programming in C++ (5 ECTS credits):
Introduction to Object Oriented Programming
Introduction to C++
Classes in C++
Control Structures
Functions and Streams
Pointers and dynamic memory
Abstract Data Types
Lists
Recursion
Sorting algorithms
Trees and Graphs

•
o
o
o
o

Digital systems manual synthesis (2.5 ECTS credits):
The Design process
Basic building blocks at logic and RT levels
Different design methodologies
Validation & Verification
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o
Combinational and sequential manual design at logic and RT
abstraction levels
•
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Computer architectures (2.0 ECTS credits):
Digital systems basic components
Processor architectures
Introduction to Assembler languages
Interconnection systems and protocols
Memory systems
Exceptions and interrupts handling systems
Introduction to Operating Systems.

Delivery modes
The course is structured in two concurrent sub-courses:
•
Programming
•
Design & Architecture.
Each sub-courses accounts for 5 ECTS credits and has its own exam.
As far as the Programming sub-course is concerned, laboratory sessions
of 1.5 hours are held every week. No report about the laboratory
activities is required, but attending Labs allows students to check their
level of understanding and helps them to practically apply the learned
concepts.
Students are warmly encouraged to download and install a program
development tool for C++ on their PCs. Among the free tool, we warmly
suggest:
•
Code::Blocks, Release 10.05 - The open source, cross platform,
free C++ IDE (http://www.codeblocks.org/)
As far as the Design & Architecture sub-course is concerned, during the
lectures, several exercises on digital systems manual design will be
proposed and properly solved.
Texts, readings, handouts and other learning resources
All the teaching material is made available, in advance, via the Course
official homepage on the University Teaching portal.
Assessment and grading criteria
Exam includes two independent parts, one for each sub-course, the final
score being the average of the scores got in each part.
For the Programming sub-course, the exam consists in submitting a C++
program capable of solving a problem proposed during the course.
Students are asked to deliver, at their best convenience, the source and
the executable code, and a brief report.
For the Design & Architecture sub-course, the exam consists in a written
final test (2 hours) in which students are requested:
•
To solve two or more exercises related to digital system design
•
To answer two or more questions related to the architectural
aspects.

BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg (GERMAN)
Partner

BTU-Cottbus-Senftenberg
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Use case #

Use case #3.1

Type of general
purpose tool

Word document

URL
Information schema?

Detailed features of
provided services

The course description consists of the following fields:
Course Short Name
Course Code
Module Name
Scientific Field
Year of Study
Responsible Staff Member
Teaching Language
Frequency
Duration
Forms of Teaching and Proportion
Credits
Learning Outcome
Contents
Teaching materials and literature
Assessment mode
Prerequisites
Remarks
The description of the courses is available to the public without
any further features.

Sample record
0 Modulnummer/ Module number:

[wird automatisch festgelegt]

1 Kurztitel

Prozessor-Architektur

2 Modultitel / Module Title:

Prozessor-Architektur / Processor Architecture

3 Fachgebiet / Scientific Field:

Informatik / Computer Science

4 Studienjahr / Year of study

1-2 (Master)

5 Modulverantworliche/r /Responsible Staff
Member
6 Sprache / Teaching Language:

Prof. Dr. H. T. Vierhaus

7 Angebotsturnus/ Frequency:

Jährlich im WS / Annually in winter semester

8 Dauer/ Duration:

1 Semester / 1 semester

Deutsch / German, English optionally

9 Lehrformen und deren Anteil am Gesamtumfang / Forms of Teaching and Proportion
Vorlesung (50%), Praktikum als praktische Übungen in Gruppen
(30%), eigene Vorbereitung (20 %) /
Lectures (50%), Exercises
preparations (20 %).

in

groups

(30%),

individual

10 Kreditpunkte / Credits: 8
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11 Lernziel / Learning Outcome:

Studierende erlernen Aufbau, Architektur und Funktionsprinzipien moderner Mikroprozessoren. Sie können damit die Eignung
Aufgaben beurteilen und deren Einsatz optimieren. Durch die praktischen Übungen erlernen sie den Entwurf spezieller
spezifische Synthese anwendungsspezifischer Prozessoren.

Students learn about architectures and functional concepts of processors. They can select processors for specific tasks and op
know to design processor components and they become familiar with processor synthesis systems.

12 Inhalt / Contents:
Historische Entwicklung der Prozessoren. Charakterisierung und Leistungsbewertung, Benchmarks.

Einfache Mikroprozessoren und Mikrocontroller. CISC-Prozessoren für PCs und Workstations: memory managem
Superskalarität, MMX- Befehle, out-of-order execution. RISC-Architekturen: Super-Pipelines, Register-Fenster, delayed branch,
Architekturen. High-End-Prozessoren: Multi- und Hyper-Threading, Trace-Verarbeitung, Prädikaten-Steuerung, super-speku
Datenfluss-Architekturen. Digitale Signalprozessoren. Parallelrechner-Architekturen: Organisation, Kommunikation, Programm

History of processor development. Performance measurement, benchmarking. Simple micro processors and micro controlle
workstations: architecture, principles of operation. RISC processors. VLSI processors. Advanced types of operation: multi-th
based execution, trace execution. Digital signal processing and DSPs. Architectures of parallel computers and vector computers.

13 Unterrichtsmaterialien und Literaturhinweise/Teaching materials and literature:

Skript der Vorlesung und Präsentationen sind elektronisch verfügbar. Literaturliste wird zu Beginn der Veranstaltung bekann
Versuchsanleitungen sind elektronisch verfügbar.
Script and presentations available for downloading. List of references is presented at the beginning of the course. Problems for
for lab experiments can be downloaded.

14 Zu erbringende Leistungen / Assessment mode:
Erfolgreiche Teilnahme an praktischen Übungen (Schein,unbenotet). Mündliche Prüfung.
Successful participation in lab experiments (certificate, no grade). Oral examination.

15 Voraussetzungen / Prerequisites:
Kenntnisse der Digitaltechnik und der elementaren Rechnerarchitektur.
Basic knowledge in digital design and computer architecture.

16 Bemerkungen/ Remarks
Das Modul wird für das Master-Studium (oder Diplom-Studium nach dem Vordiplom) in Informatik, Informations- und Med
angeboten. Geeignet auch als Wahlfach für Studierende der Physik mit guten Kenntnissen der Elektronik.
The course is offered for master level students in Computer Science, Information and Media Technology (IMT) and Electrical En
Physics students with good electronics background.

Tallinna Tehnikaülikool
Partner

Tallinna Tehnikaülikool

Use case reference#

Use cases #6.2 and #6.3

Type of general
purpose tool
URL

Word file

Information schema?
Detailed features of
provided services

No
Brief description of the study programme. Links to TTU webpages and/or to OIS are added by systems’ managers.

-
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Sample record

Computer and Systems Engineering
The speciality of computer and systems engineering is a
combination of computer hardware, computer systems and
software engineering. Graduates acquire the education of a
computer, system or software engineer, depending on the
chosen field of specialising, optional subjects and the topic of
master thesis. The speciality teaches and trains specialists of
technical systems designing, realization, implementation,
management and development based on computer systems.
The aforementioned technical systems include systems in the
fields of banking, controlling and monitoring aviation and
shipping, environmental monitoring, diagnostics, automation
and computer control of technological apparatus and
processes, cashing, security and alert systems of buildings and
technological systems. There are two possibilities for
specialising:
 Computer engineering – focusing on the modelling,
analysing, designing and testing of complex systems
consisting of both hardware and software components
 Automatics and systems engineering – focusing on the
modelling, analysing and designing of automation and
computer control systems
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2 ABOUT COMPASS
COMPASS consists in the integration and extension of European
standardization achievements in the field of learning opportunity and
learning outcomes/competence information for the creation of models,
open technology infrastructure and meaningful services within a higher
education context that target (a) the improvement of quality and
relevance of offered learning opportunities to current and emerging
labor market needs, (b) the enhancement of mobility, making learning
opportunities more visible and understandable for students that want
to gain additional skills (c) the strengthening of cross-border
cooperation of HEIs in the definition of quality flexible learning
pathways for their learners, (d) the increase of social responsibility of
HEIs through the transparent descriptions of their offerings, (e) the
implementation of sustainable infrastructure for all European HEIs and
for the EU to leverage in the enhancement of existing or the creation of
new related services.
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